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- Empowering researchers to implement a GUI alongside methodology by using Galaxy as an IDE
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GUIs are costly luxury items for bioinformaticians!

Jeremy Goecks @jgoecks

Short on the discussion generated by this tweet and informed by my background as a longtime member of the @galaxyproject and an academic computational biologist with ample command line expertise 1/n

Kenny Workman @kenbwork · Sep 6

It's weird to me that a team of young hungry engineers that have dedicated the last two years of their waking life building tools for scientists get dogpiled by academic bioinformaticians in such a way

Something seems deeply broken here. I guess time will select for what's correct.

twitter.com/jermdemo/status...
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- Galaxy ProTo 1.0 was presented at GCC2015
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  • ...just kidding, of course! Third time's a charm!
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- I don't have time to delve much into the backstory today, other than this:
  - Galaxy ProTo has been developed in the Genomic HyperBrowser project, starting from 2008 or so, as an alternative to Galaxy XML files
  - Has been living in alternative forks of Galaxy.
    - Merge attempts have failed
  - After some years of hiatus, we are again attempting to integrate our approach into vanilla Galaxy
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- We have a general suggestion for a new tool type to be added to Galaxy:
  - Interactive client tools
- The rest of Galaxy ProTo 2.0 is containerized
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- Currently, interactive tools are not fully integrated with Galaxy:
  - Opens up in a separate tab
  - Import/export of data is often cumbersome
  - Rerunning of jobs, if working, does not provide immediate feedback
  - In short: the "flow" is lacking
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- More importantly:
  
  - Galaxy ProTo is just one of a range of interactive tools that can be more integrated to the Galaxy GUI using Interactive Client tools
  
- Anything would be possible:
  
  - Even games, using the history for savepoints...
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- Galaxy ProTo 2.0 provides a simple, Python-centric way for researchers to develop and share their methodology with the world using a GUI and in Galaxy with minimal effort.

- If found useful, one should try to follow good practices, create a normal Galaxy tool, use bioconda, etc...

- If only for a select few, it can live on "forever" in a Docker container.
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• If the PR is accepted and merged, we can add hundreds of tools for analysis of genomic tracks!

• I’m not saying we should...

  • Due to the simplicity of creating web tools with Galaxy ProTo, many of them are very low quality

• But we could!
Onwards to the poster...

https://prezi.com/view/W1rfJQBx3LLrAKs0pjCb/
So here goes nothing...